
New figures show over-75s were ‘rushed
out of hospital’

2 Jun 2020

Figures released today have revealed an exodus of over 75s from hospitals to
care homes and the community as Covid-19 spread.

According to the ISD Scotland data, there were 1108 “bed blocking” patients
over that age in hospital in the month of February, despite being fit to
leave.

By April, the delayed discharge data has revealed that figure dropped to just
331.

That means nearly 800 of the most vulnerable individuals were sent out of
hospital either to care homes, or back home to be looked after by family or
carers in that crucial two-month period.

And as numerous reports have now confirmed, these individuals were not
routinely tested for coronavirus.

The Scottish Conservatives said it was the latest revelation showing how the
SNP government failed to protect care homes, their staff and residents.

Despite pledges to test all carers and residents, still numbers remain at
their lowest since the testing programme began at the end of April.

Scottish Conservative leader Jackson Carlaw said:

“These figures show very starkly how the over 75s were rushed out of
hospital, either to care homes or back to the community.

“And as we now know, they weren’t routinely tested for coronavirus.

“These were the most vulnerable people in our society, and they were sent out
of hospital to places where they would mingle with equally vulnerable
individuals.

“It’s no wonder Covid-19 has spread like wild fire in our care homes.

“The SNP government now needs to explain why so many over 75s were chased out
of hospital during a global health pandemic without proper testing or
protection.

“The situation has become an issue of national disgrace for the SNP.”
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Number of coronavirus tests hits new
low

1 Jun 2020

The number of coronavirus tests carried out yesterday (Sunday) was the lowest
since the new drive began, it has emerged.

Just 2729 tests took place, despite there now being capacity for 15,000 per
day in Scotland.

The Scottish Government began publishing capacity targets and testing numbers
daily on April 30, with Nicola Sturgeon claiming she wanted to carry out
10,000 per day.

But combined totals show there has been no serious improvement, with the
number taking place yesterday 42 per cent lower than the previous Sunday.

All over Scotland care homes have said their staff and residents need more
testing, yet the SNP government has repeatedly failed to take these tests to
the place which need them.

And today, Cancer Research UK said patients and staff would need 3000 tests a
day in order for cancer treatment services to resume safely.

Already, unused tests account for more than 200,000 north of the border, a
record the Scottish Conservatives have repeatedly attacked.

The 2729 tests taking place on Sunday included both Scottish and UK
Government facilities.

Scottish Conservative leader Jackson Carlaw said:

“For weeks now the SNP government has been told to carry out more tests to
help Scotland beat this virus.

“But instead, the number has now plummeted to the lowest since this new drive
began.

“That’s alarming and points to huge failings on testing at the hands of this
SNP government.

“It was clear weeks ago that the SNP couldn’t just stand and wait for people
to come to them, and it had to get out and take these tests to those who need
it most.
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“That hasn’t happened, and there’s been no explanation as to why.

“If the SNP doesn’t get its house in order in terms of testing, more people
will die and Scotland’s move out of lockdown will be put in jeopardy.”

UK Government’s coronavirus support
for Scotland tops £10bn

1 Jun 2020

UK Government spending to help Scotland fight the impact of coronavirus has
exceeded £10 billion, new analysis has revealed.

Last week, the SNP admitted the bulk of emergency cash had come from
Westminster.

Now fresh figures have revealed the true scale of UK support for dealing with
the pandemic.

Barnett Consequentials from spending in England has resulted in £3.5 billion
for the Scottish Government to distribute.

Chancellor Rishi Sunak’s job retention scheme has led to spending of £4.8
billion, resulting in the protection of hundreds of thousands of jobs.

Nearly £700 million has been invested in supporting the self-employed, and
loans schemes have provided around £1.3 billion in cash for Scottish firms.

And help has also arrived through uplifts in Universal Credit (£119 million),
statutory sick pay support (£77 million) and working tax credit uplifts
(£28.6 million).

Shadow finance secretary Donald Cameron said the sheer scale of the support
proved the UK’s commitment to Scotland, and how all four nations benefit from
the broad shoulders of the union.

Scottish Conservative shadow finance secretary Donald Cameron said:

“The level of financial support from the UK Government is astonishing and
unprecedented.

“It proves how valuable this union of four nations is, and how we pull
together in times of crisis.

“It also puts firmly to bed any suggestion that Westminster doesn’t care
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about Scotland – this shows 10 billion reasons very much to the contrary.

“This money isn’t just being used to arm the health and care services with
what they need to fight coronavirus.

“It’s safeguarding hundreds of thousands of jobs, making sure our economy can
return to strength, and protecting the most vulnerable in society.”

Sturgeon faces major questions on UK
care homes claim

1 Jun 2020

Nicola Sturgeon’s repeated assertion that UK stats under-reported care home
deaths is now in serious question, after it emerged Scotland itself may have
missed hundreds of Covid-19 deaths.

The First Minister repeated her claim at the weekend that she was sceptical
about how the UK Government collected and published figures in relation to
coronavirus fatalities in care homes.

That, she said, was why Scotland’s care home death rate appeared far higher
than the UK average.

However, it was reported this morning that up to 600 deaths in care homes
north of the border have been missed off official coronavirus data.

Research showed that while there were 2350 additional deaths in those
facilities compared to last year, only 1749 were blamed on Covid-19.

It follows an admission from Miss Sturgeon that she didn’t fully appreciate
the risk of asymptomatic hospital patients being discharged straight into
care homes.

And today, a major care home operator said the sector felt “betrayed” by the
SNP government’s approach.
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Scottish Conservative leader Jackson Carlaw said:

“For several weeks now Nicola Sturgeon has fed into the public debate her
belief that the UK Government was under-counting the number of care home
deaths.

“That’s her defence to the fact Scottish care home deaths seem so high.

“But now it has emerged that it is her government doing the under-counting,
and that the situation in care homes is even worse than the catastrophic
situation we already understood it to be.

“She can no longer stand in front of the country and use this feeble excuse.

“Instead, we need a full public inquiry into the number of care home deaths,
and for immediate improvements in testing.”

SNP’s increased testing capacity means
nothing unless properly used
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Nicola Sturgeon’s pledge on increased testing will be meaningless unless more
capacity is used, the Scottish Conservatives have said.

Analysis by the party has revealed that the combined daily tests rarely hit
50 per cent, with only 4742 being carried out on Sunday, well short of the
10,000 aim.

In fact, the Scottish Government has never met the 10,000-a-day target
previously set out by the First Minister.
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Yet she said today that by increasing that capacity to 15,000, more testing
would be completed.

She also backed down on previous claims that 2000 contact tracers would be in
place by the end of the month, instead saying only 700 were needed to launch
the test, trace and isolate scheme.

Scottish Conservative leader Jackson Carlaw said:

“Nicola Sturgeon could have as large a testing capacity as she likes – but it
won’t matter a bit if people aren’t actually being tested.

“Every day the SNP government falls well short of the target to test 10,000 a
day, and more often than not misses that target by half.

“That leaves thousands of care home residents, workers and their families
untested, and that’s why we’re seeing such a crisis in these facilities.

“The SNP government just hasn’t done enough to get the tests out to those who
need it most.

“Exiting lockdown will be dependent on this test, trace and isolate system,
and we very much want that to succeed.

“But until the issue of testing is sorted, there is little hope that it
will.”


